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The other prominent pyramid layout involves the Spanish Air Force military base of Torrejon. The runway is the base of the pyramid and an oval
is centered on the pyramid in phi ration proportions. In a lot of cases
around the world, the various Air Forces of nations are situated next to
sacred ley-lines. In many bases, it is believed that secret experiments,
alien technologies and abductions are carried out. Based on some eye
witness accounts, even the experimentation with Stargates goes on.
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Why the Great Pyramid pattern might be incorporated in the cemetery is
that one theory suggests that the Great Pyramid was used as a teleporter
of the soul to the stars, mainly Orion. Thus it stand to reason that the
place of the dead could have a vehicle et to journey in the afterlife.
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The purpose of this illustration is to suggest that the various localities around Madrid, Spain incorporate the Great Pyramid of Giza pattern. In this specific case, the Almudena Cometary appears to approximate the layout of the Grand Gallery that matches the M-23 motorway.
The ‘Pit’ corresponds to the Sacred Family College area. It is suggestive but as the powers that rule and design the various layouts of their world capitals, they incorporate the motifs of their Mystery Babylonian religion. In the case of Madrid, as with many other world empire capitals, there
are various pyramid layouts and have actual relics from Egypt itself. They are mostly obelisks and parts of temples as it is the case with the Temple of Debod that was moved from Aswan and rebuilt just north of the Royal Palace.
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In the case of the Spanish
Royal Air Force, the very
ensign appears to suggest
the winged disk of Assyria.
This motif in turn was a
depiction of a red Star Gate
(Vulcan) to the star from
which the entities came from
that created the triple motif of
the Pyramid City, the Face of
Ala-lu and the Pentagon on
Mars and on Earth.

